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Inside this week’s edition…
The GBP Week - Eyes on Brexit Talks as Optimism Grows
- by Mark Mitchell, p3-4
There is a degree of optimism, in the UK press at least, that a Brexit deal is on
the horizon. The Times reports that the Brexit talks will enter their final stage
this week. The 9th round of talks start on Tue and if they go well, the Times says
that the two leading negotiators from both sides, Frost and Barnier will hope to
enter the "tunnel", where the final details will be hammered out.
Euro Corp Comment: Mammoth Medtronic Trade Puts Euro Corp Market on
Cusp of Record - by Matthew Barrett, p5-6
In a week where broader risk markets endured a rough ride amid rising covid-19
cases and fresh lockdown measures, the European corporate market continued
to churn out deals. Single currency IG-split-rated corporate issuance finished up
at EUR10.2bn via fourteen tranches. The majority of that came on Thursday
(78%) where four borrowers hit the market, led by Medtronic…
US Investment Grade: Volatile Supply
- by Shankar Ramakrishnan and Ken Jaques, p7
An up-and-down supply week ended on a rather tentative note on Friday with
no new deals announced in the US high-grade primary market. The final tally for
the week stood at $38.2bln, above the average estimates and only a few deals
away from the highest, making it an impressive result given it was achieved in
just three business sessions.
Upside Risks to USD/MXN Are Greater After Q3 Leading Slide
- by Christopher Shiells, p8-10
Since the start of Q3 the Mexican Peso has been the best EM currency
performer versus the USD, rising over 7.0% (vs. a 10% slide in the value of the
TRY and just 0.6% gain vs. the BRL) after a precipitous 18% sell-off in the first
half of 2020.

China Insight: Implications of CGB Inclusion in the WGBI
- by Tim Cheung and Riki Zhang, p11
Major investment banks estimate that CGBs would receive a weighting of around
5.7% in the WGBI. Assuming AUMs benchmarked to WGBI index is around
USD2.5tn, the inclusion would result in USD142bn inflows to the CGB market.

Know The Flows: US Bond Funds See Lengthy Inflow Streak Come to an End
- by Cameron Brandt, p12
A run of inflows that started in late March came to an end for EPFR-tracked US
Bond Funds going into the final week of September as investors digested the US
Federal Reserve’s tepid outlook for the American economy and took a harder look
at the swelling pile of corporate debt.
German 10yr Breakeven – Uptrend Intact While Over 0.563
- by Ed Blake, p14
Watch for a near-term correction towards 0.619 before the broader uptrend
attempts to resume for 0.883 and above. Place a protective stop under 0.563.
US$ Index – Inverse Head/Shoulders Base Opens 95.716
- by Ed Blake, p15
Buy on a break of 6mth falling channel targeting former support at 95.716 and
potentially lower highs at 96.102/97.802. Place a protective stop under 92.700.
Gold – Scope to 1973.60-2015.67 While Dips Hold 1790.79
- by Ed Blake, p16
Buy into dips towards 1800.00 in anticipation of an uptrend resumption
reopening 1973.60-2015.67. Stop and reverse on a break under 1790.79 with a
target at 1670.98.
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The GBP Week - Eyes on Brexit Talks as Optimism Grows
By Mark Mitchell, Senior FX Analyst

continued page 4
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The GBP Week – cont’d
Bias is Neutral
Expected GBP/USD trading range is 1.2650-1.2900.
Downward pressure on Cable intensified last week, with the pair sliding on Wed to 1.2676
its lowest level since Jul 27. As with the ramp higher to 1.3482 on Sep 1, the move was
much more of a Dollar one, as the US unit continued to benefit from safe haven flows, as
concerns over a second wave in Europe hurt risk sentiment.
Despite the introduction of new measures to combat the second wave in the UK, the
Pound enjoyed independent strength last week and that continues so far today, as
Eur/Gbp retreats back underneath 0.9100, having traded up close to 0.9220 last week.

The 100 day and 200 day m/a's in Cable remain close by at 1.2738 and 1.2720 respectively
and despite last week's moves below them it looks like we are in for a period of
consolidation in the pair, with all eyes on the Brexit negotiations, but also be well aware
that we may see calls for a London-wide lockdown come to pass.
On the data front consumer lending data for Aug is released tomorrow, followed by the
last look at Q2 GDP on Wed and the final manufacturing PMI on Thu.
RISKS - Certainly centre around the latest round of talks on the subject of the UK's future
relationship with the EU, but also keep an eye on the latest developments on restrictions
designed to combat the Covid-19 second wave.

There is a degree of optimism, in the UK press at least, that a Brexit deal is on the horizon.
The Times reports that the Brexit talks will enter their final stage this week. The 9th round
of talks start on Tue and if they go well, the Times says that the two leading negotiators
from both sides, Frost and Barnier will hope to enter the "tunnel", where the final details
will be hammered out in complete secrecy at the end of the week. This should then be
followed by two more weeks of secret discussions, before a final agreement will be put in
place just after the next EU summit in Brussels in mid-Oct. The Times states that the EU is
expected to water down its demand for onerous checks on the movement of goods
between Great Britain and Northern Ireland, while in return the UK would agree to some
"baseline rules" over the use of state aid to keep afloat UK businesses, which would not
force the UK to remain fully aligned to EU rules as Brussels has been demanding.
Cable starts the week just under 1.2780, but once again it will be interesting to see if the
optimism over the prospects of a deal in the UK media, is matched by reports emanating
from Brussels.

The BoE's Tenreyro defended the use of negative interest rates in an article in the Sunday
Telegraph. Tenreyro, one of the external members of the MPC said that evidence from
other European countries and Japan suggested that negative interest rates had succeeded
in cutting firms' borrowing costs and that banks would be able to cope with the extra
pressure on their finances. despite the coronavirus pandemic. Tenreyro added that "there
has been almost full pass through of negative rates into lending rates in most countries"
and that banks in those countries had adapted well to negative rates, with their
profitability increasing.
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• Extends the fall from 1.3482 (1 Sep YTD high) via 1.3007 (16 Sep lower high) to post
new 2mth lows under the 200DMA (approx 1.2720)
• Weak studies suggest risk to 1.2542 (76.4% of 1.2252/1.3482 rally), then 1.2480 (14 Jul
low)
• Bulls must regain 1.3007/35 to avert the current downside threat
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Euro Corp Comment: Mammoth Medtronic Trade Puts Euro
Corp Market on Cusp of Record
By Matthew Barrett, Senior Analyst
In a week where broader risk markets endured a rough ride amid rising covid-19 cases and
fresh lockdown measures, the European corporate market continued to churn out deals.
Single currency IG-split-rated corporate issuance finished up at EUR10.2bn via fourteen
tranches, falling slightly from the previous week's EUR12.25bn haul (17 lines). The majority of
that came on Thursday (78%) where four borrowers hit the market, led by Medtronic which
printed the second largest euro corporate transaction of 2020.

Medtronic's offering lifted the corporate reverse yankee haul for 2020 up to EUR63.675bn
and to the second largest on record, only behind last year's EUR99.08bn.

That helped drive the year-to-date single currency corporate issuance up to EUR376.715bn,
which is 26.7% ahead of this stage last year and now just shy of 2019's full year total
(EUR381.562bn) which holds the all-time annual record.

Looking more broadly, the average cover ratio last week dropped to 2.78x from the previous
week's 3.64x.

Looking more broadly, and the corporate asset class accounted for 74% of the week's overall
euro haul of EUR13.778bn, which was enough to push the annual total up to EUR1,188.842bn
and beyond last year (EUR1,182.18bn). That makes 2020 the biggest volume year on record
already with over three-months still to go.
When reviewing the week's European corporate bond market, there is only one place to start
and that is with Medtronic. Having accounted for the largest and third largest euro corporate
trades of 2019, the US medical company hit the market on Thursday with a jumbo EUR6.25bn
six-part transaction to repay outstanding debt. That included an Oct 2050 tranche which
marked the longest euro corporate senior tranche of the year, with no issuer having gone
longer than 20yrs.
Medtronic's latest trade marked the second largest corporate transaction of 2020 and the
biggest since the Covid-19 outbreak rocked markets. Medtronic has only been beaten by
LVMH which printed an even larger EUR7.5bn five-parter in Feb.
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Medtronic saw a strong response from investors which placed combined orders of EUR19.2bn
for the bonds on offer and allowed the borrower to ramp in pricing and issue the bonds with
premiums of 5-15bps.

Noticeable was that the early week deals from Fresenius (EUR1bn 6- & 12.5-yr two part on
Monday) and PPF Telecom Group (EUR500m 7yr on Tuesday) saw a measured response, with
the trades only covered 1.9x and 1.34x respectively.
That came amid a strong risk-off tone on Monday which saw European stocks fall considerably
as markets collectively confronted the threat from rising Covid-19 infections and the growing
likelihood of stricter lockdown measures.
The measured demand for PPF's trade came despite the borrower offering a chunky 37.5bp
NIC at reoffer, which was by far the largest premium of the week.
On the other hand, Fresenius and Diageo (EUR700m 8yr) were able to secure funding broadly
flat to their existing curves last week, whilst Avinor (EUR500m 10yr) printed with a negative
5bp NIC.
All in all, the average NIC across those deals where fair value was derived crept up last week
to 8.18bps, the largest since the summer break.
continued page 6
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Euro Corp Comment – cont’d

Elsewhere last week, CHANEL (EUR600m long 5/Long 10yr two-part Sustainability-linked)
and CTP (EUR650m 5yr Green) added debuts to what has already been a record year for the
euro corporate ESG market.

Looking ahead, and there are a few names in the pipeline (DIC Asset, Hamburger
Hochbahn and Informa) that could go.

The latter saw strong demand of EUR2.1bn+, but CHANEL attracted more restrained orders of
EUR1.35bn.

However, feedback we received from bankers Friday morning suggests it could be a more
measured week for the corporate market with them relaying to us that not many more are
looking in the background.

The pair lifted the EUR corporate ESG YTD total to EUR30.02bn and further beyond the
EUR28.18bn seen across the whole of 2019 (see chart ).

That with many having already completed their funding plans for the year, whilst market
conditions are expected to remain volatile and help keep a lid on issuance.

Back to Index Page
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US Investment Grade: Volatile Supply
By Shankar Ramakrishnan and Ken Jaques
An up-and-down supply week ended on a rather tentative note on Friday with no new deals
announced in the US high-grade primary market. The final tally for the week stood at
$38.2bln, above the average estimates and only a few deals away from the highest, making it
an impressive result given it was achieved in just three business sessions.
The week saw the start of an expected rise in volatility ahead of US presidential elections with
equity markets swinging wildly on Monday killing any chance of issuance that day. But then
the pace increased sharply with an eight-deal Tuesday and a 15-deal Wednesday.

Wednesday's close, IG cash spreads were 4bp wider for the week, versus 12bp of widening in
IG34. For September, investment grade cash is 3bp wider while IG34 is 19bp wider.
And then there are still inflows coming into IG funds which again augurs well for companies
still looking to tap the primary market. US IG inflows moderated to $5.63bn from $7.05bn the
prior week, as inflows declined to $1.86bn from $4.07bn for ETFs and to $3.11bn from
$4.99bn for ex. short-term, partially offset by increases to $3.77bn from $2.98bn for funds
and to $2.52bn from $2.06bn for short-term, said a BofA Global report.

On both Tuesday and Wednesday, continued confidence in the high-grade product was
reflected in the responses to the large number of new deals. Leading the pack was Gilead
Sciences which raised $7.25bln in a 7-pt offering (only $6.75bln counted towards our Ex-SSA
tally because we don't include bonds with less than 1.5yr tenor in our total) to partly-finance
the company's $21bln acquisition of Immunomedics.

The ratio of short-term debt in portfolios of US companies despite their increased borrowing
was not all that excessive.

The acquisition is expected to close in the fourth quarter of this year but as has become the
trend, companies are funding the debt portion as soon as the acquisition is announced (in this
case it was on September 13). The deal found huge interest from investors with books
reaching over $32bln around midday and final books were $23bln, as spreads were tightened
by 25-35bp from IPTs through book build.

“But the corporate bond issuance surge helped to lower the ratio to 31.1% in the second
quarter and, in all likelihood, the ratio continues to decline. Following the Great Recession, the
ratio eventually sank from a third-quarter 2008 high of 35.1% to the 24.9% bottom of 2010's
final quarter," it said.

Thursday yielded just one deal, amidst volatility in the equity markets which forced at least
four to postpone, from Avolon Holdings which despite the backdrop was able to tighten
spreads on its new 5yr bonds by some 25bp through book build on books of $1bln – a show of
resilience.
As such conditions for high-grade debt issuance remains constructive despite the increased
volatility. “The technical backdrop has remained supportive for cash, with robust demand for
new issues resulting in minimal concessions. At the same time, while the Fed's SMCCF
purchases have slowed significantly over the past several weeks, we think the existence of the
Fed backstop facilities should provide support for valuations by potentially improving the riskreward for investment grade credit," said Barclays in a report. They noted that through
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For US nonfinancial companies, the ratio of short-term debt to total corporate debt rose from
a first quarter 2017 low of 27.1% to the 33.0% of 2020's first quarter, said Moody’s.

However, excessive volatility is still expected to take its toll on the pace of corporate issuance.
While many still believe the ill-effects of the pandemic will force companies to continue to tap
the market for much-needed capital, without the broader market's cooperation, it is
becoming a little more difficult to hold investor attention.

That can be seen in the early indications of issuance for the coming week. So far, though we
haven't heard from the majority of syndicate desks, the Street isn't expecting much more than
$25bln to come to market. As a matter of fact, one of the bigger houses is looking for a paltry
$15bln to price. However, bear in mind that the Street has underestimated the needs and
wants of corporate borrowers for nine consecutive weeks now, so why should this week be
any different?
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Upside Risks to USD/MXN Are Greater After Q3 Leading Slide
By Christopher Shiells, Managing Analyst EM
Mexican Peso has been best EM currency performer vs USD in Q3
Since the start of Q3 the Mexican Peso has been the best EM currency performer versus the USD,
rising over 7.0% (vs. a 10% slide in the value of the TRY and just 0.6% gain vs. the BRL) after a
precipitous 18% sell-off in the first half of 2020. This has pushed USD/MXN below its 200-day
moving average and below the 21 handle for lows since March.

On top of that Mexico also stands to benefit from the manufacturing recovery globally and the
sharp rebound in the US auto sector in particular.
Bulls see the MXN as remaining attractive on a carry and fundamental basis, with a return to
20/USD by year-end.
Risks are building
In the face of the pandemic, the Mexican government is one of the few to have offered just small
stimulus and its 2021 budget remains austerity driven. Mexico's fiscal austerity shows the
government is prioritising the stability of public finances, but there is still a risk that it could lose
one of its IG credit ratings.
Indeed, the weak response to the Covid-19 pandemic has also been identified as a credit risk, as it
will lead to low growth and a drop in budget revenues. The Mexican government's crowding out
of investors in the energy sector is also a factor undermining the credit rating, as well as
international investor sentiment. However, the main credit risk is Pemex. Fitch has said that
budget assumptions for Pemex are optimistic and there is a risk the government will have to
continue supporting the oil producer.

Carry has been king
The key driver has been the MXN's carry gains (Bloomberg shows the MXN has offered the best
carry returns in the period), amid the broad USD sell-off. The Banxico's relative hawkish stance
has supported this, as whilst it has cut rates, accelerating inflation has slowed the path vs. its
peers (see dashboard for chart of cumulative rate cuts this year) and Mexico's 4.5% benchmark
holds plenty of appeal to carry investors, as it still offers a positive real rate of return (again see
dashboard for a comparison of EM real rates).
The MXN has also been supported by some decent economic data out of the country over the
past two months, with economic activity and retail sales all rebounding sharply (see dashboard).
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All three ratings agencies have already downgraded Mexico this year and it is now just on the
cusp of losing its IG ratings. Mexico's big presence in major investment grade bond indices would
exacerbate the scale of forced selling if it becomes junk-rated. JP Morgan has estimated
USD44.3bn of Mexican bonds are at risk of forced selling in the event of a cut to junk.
There is already evidence that foreign investors are heading for the exits. Foreign holdings of
government securities has plunged to 23% as of September 9, according to the central bank's own
data, the lowest in over eight years, with the ytd reduction in net government securities holdings
by non-residents the steepest on record (surpassing the 2016 sell-off). The EPFR country flows
data shows that like most EM countries, Mexican bonds saw a sharp sell off this year and whilst
this has stabilised in recent weeks, there has yet to be a material pick-up.
continued page 9
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USD/MXN – cont’d

continued page 10
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USD/MXN – cont’d
USD/MXN - upside risks greater
Given the magnitude of the potential impact of a credit rating downgrade, we see greater
upside risk in USD/MXN after the recent rally. The most recent price action shows that the
MXN remains volatile/sensitive to broader global sentiment, and we believe USD/MXN will
struggle to sustain breaks below the 21 handle, with strong support at the 20.000 given the
rising geo-political risks in the world and the looming US election, which may see risk taken
off the table across the board in the lead-up. The technical picture suggests that as long as
the upside is capped at 21.943, the pair can push on to test the 20 handle, but in the event
of sharp increase in risk premium, the pair could easily revisit 22.910.

• Extended the downtrend to 20.845 (18 Sep, 6mth low), before correcting higher to
threaten a six-month falling trendline at 21.465.
• Studies have stabilized and a sustained trendline break would offer scope to 21.943 (9
Sep high), poss 22.329 (20 Aug high), before bulls attempt a downtrend resumption reopening 20.845.
• Over 22.329 would allow a stronger recovery to 22.910 (4 Aug peak).

Back to Index Page
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China Insight: Implications of CGB Inclusion in The WGBI
By Tim Cheung, Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst
As widely expected, FTSE Russell on 24 Sep in the New York afternoon announced that China
Government Bonds (CGBs) will be included into the World Government Bond Index (WGBI),
effective Oct 2021.
Major investment banks estimate that CGBs would receive a weighting of around 5.7% in the
WGBI. Assuming AUMs benchmarked to WGBI index is around USD2.5tn, the inclusion would result
in USD142bn inflows to the CGB market.
Assuming the phasing-in will last for 20 months, same as the time frame set for Bloomberg
Barclay's Global Aggregate Index inclusion, CGBs will receive USD7bn inflows per month as a result
of WGBIs month-end rebalancing.
Once included, China will become the second highest-yielding country in the WGBI (chart 1), which
should be very appealing to yield-seekers.

With regards to duration, the 3-year appears to be the best tenor across the CGB curve as it gives
the widest yield premium over comparable US Treasuries (chart 3).

Preliminary estimates suggest total passive inflows brought by WGBI inclusion alone could increase
CGB's foreign ownership to 12% by end-2022. That combined with active flows, which are mainly
yield-driven, would push foreign investors' share of CGBs further to around 14.5% (chart 2).
Back to Index Page
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Know The Flows: US Bond Funds See Lengthy Inflow
Streak Come to an End
By Cameron Brandt, Director, Research
A run of inflows that started in late March came to an end for EPFR-tracked US Bond Funds going
into the final week of September as investors digested the US Federal Reserve’s tepid outlook for
the American economy and took a harder look at the swelling pile of corporate debt. High Yield
Bond Funds, which invest sub-investment grade corporate bonds, saw over $5 billion redeemed.

Equity Funds recorded their biggest inflow since mid-4Q18 and Sweden Equity Funds chalked up
their 13th inflow in the past 14 weeks. Inflation Protected Bond Funds extended their longest
inflow streak since an 18-week run ended in late 1Q18 and Bank Loan Funds posted their seventh
straight outflow.

Elsewhere during the week ending September 23, China’s footprint in the emerging market
universe continued its rapid expansion with China Bond Funds posting their third weekly inflow
record since mid-August and China Equity Funds recording the biggest inflows among EM Country
and Regional Equity Fund groups. Sentiment towards Europe, meanwhile, is heading in other
direction: for the second week running Europe Equity and Bond Funds both posted net outflows.
Overall, Bond Funds experienced a collective net inflow of $1 billion the week ending Sept. 23.
Investors pulled $343 million out of Balanced Funds, $6.8 billion from Money Market Funds and
$22.7 billion from Equity Funds. In the case of the latter, the headline number was influenced by
the “triple witching’ that occurred on Sept. 18 when the contracts for stock index futures, stock
options and stock index options expired on the same day, triggering significant shifts within US
Equity Funds.
Quarter-to-date, US Bond Funds remain the biggest magnets for investor cash, a share of which is
being pulled out of US Money Market Funds which topped the flow table for the second quarter
but anchor the bottom of the table for the current quarter. Amidst the fixed income groups in the
top 10, Equity Funds with socially responsible (SRI) or environmental, social and governance (ESG)
mandates continue to stand out in what has been a banner year for them – year-to-date flows
into SRI/ESG Equity Funds already exceed 2019’s record-setting total.
At the asset class and single country fund levels, Singapore Equity Funds posted their first outflow
since early July and redemptions from Indonesia Equity Funds hit a 13-week high while Australia
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For further information on EPFR, please click HERE
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German 10yr Breakeven – Uptrend Intact While Over 0.563
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Recovered from 0.134 (23 March record low) to 0.883 (11 August high), before correcting
through 0.697 (9 September low)

•

Easing studies suggest short-term risk to 0.563/0.619 (12-16 June/10 July lows), before the
wider recovery resumes

•

Above 0.791/0.844 (17 September/28 August highs) refreshes the uptrend for 0.883 and
potentially 1.022 (6 February high)

•

Only under 0.563 warns of a more serious decline towards the 0.405 (14 May) higher low

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Watch for a near-term correction towards 0.619 before the broader uptrend attempts to resume
for 0.883 and above. Place a protective stop under 0.563
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R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

1.022
0.975
0.883
0.844
0.791

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

0.619
0.563
0.509
0.405
0.311

Resistance Levels
6 February 2020 lower high
17 February 2020 high
11 August 2020 reaction high
28 August 2020 minor lower high
17 September 2020 high
Support Levels
10 July 2020 low, near 38.2% retrace of 0.134/0.883 rally at 0.597
12-16 June 2020 minor higher low
50% retrace of 0.134/0.883 rally
14 May 2020 higher low, near 61.8% retrace of 0.134/0.883 rally
76.4% retrace of 0.134/0.883 rally
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US$ Index – Inverse Head/Shoulders Base Opens 95.716
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Builds from a 5½ week inverted head and shoulders base over 91.746 to challenge six
month bear channel resistance

•

A decisive channel break would offer initial upside scope to 95.716 (10 June low, near the
H&S target)

•

Above opens lower highs at 96.402/97.802 which roughly coincide with 38.2%/50% retrace
102.992/91.746 fall

•

Only below 92.700 (10 September, right shoulder low) would avert current upside and
refresh the wider fall for 91.746

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Buy on a break of 6mth falling channel targeting former support at 95.716 and potentially lower
highs at 96.102/97.802. Place a protective stop under 92.700
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R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

97.802
96.402
96.042
95.716
94.650

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

93.662
92.700
91.746
91.482
90.932

Resistance Levels
30 June 2020 lower high, near 50% retrace of 102.992/91.746 fall at 97.369
16 July 2020 minor lower high
38.2% retracement of 102.992/91.746 fall
10 June 2020 former low, near the 5½wk inverse Head & Shoulder base target at 95.611
9 March 2020 former low, near six-month falling channel resistance
Support Levels
9 September 2020 former high, near the neckline from the 5½wk inverted head & shoulders
10 September 2020 higher low
2020 low - 1 September
30 April 2018 minor higher low
1 March 2018 former high
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Gold – Scope to 1973.60-2015.67 While Dips Hold 1790.79
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Corrects from 2075.47 (7 August record top) through 1863.15 (12 August reaction low) to
tentatively suggest a two-month top

•

Deteriorating studies suggest risk to 1790.79/1818.02 (14 July low/8 July former high),
before bulls try to resume the broader uptrend

•

Above clustered lower highs between 1973.60-2015.67 (mid-August to mid-September)
would refresh bulls for 2075.47

•

Only a return below 1790.79 would concern and risk a more significant fall towards 1670.98
(5 June higher low, near two-month top target)

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Buy into dips towards 1800.00 in anticipation of an uptrend resumption reopening 1973.602015.67. Stop and reverse on a break under 1790.79 with a target at 1670.98
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R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

2075.47
2015.67
1992.51
1973.60
1902.89

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

1818.02
1790.79
1747.62
1704.19
1670.98

Resistance Levels
7 August 2020 lower high
18 August 2020 lower high
1 September 2020 lower high
16 September 2020 lower high
26 August and 8 September 2020 former lows – 1902.89/1906.66
Support Levels
8 July 2020 former high, near 38.2% retrace of 1451.55/2075.47 rally at 1837.13
14 July 2020 higher low, near equality of 2075.47/1863.15 from 2015.67 at 1803.35
26 June 2020 low, near 50% retrace of 1451.55/2075.47 rally at 1763.15
15 June 2020 low, near 61.8% retrace of 1451.55/2075.47 rally at 1689.89
5 June 2020 low, near 1 May 2020 low at 1670.71 and 21 April 2020 higher low at 1659.55
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